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 Shop today! Kessel Run A very popular GM, this Scum character has some great benefits for Scum at the beginning of the
game. He provides health points at a time when most Scum characters can't. Plus, his ability score change can be useful later in

the game, when Scum can't keep all of the starting upgrades they may have used on characters like Jack and Finn. Scrap
Disposals Designed with Scum players in mind, Scrap Disposals allows Scum to get back health from some of the scrap cards.

Originally designed for Finn in 2016, this mechanic was introduced to the game in 2016 and has been expanded to be used on all
of the starting Scum characters. Sneak Attack Sneak Attack allows you to kill a character you hit with a Melee attack, without
revealing your identity. This GM ability is great for the later stages of the game, when Scum can use this to get around the GFI

and for using Logan to clear an unwinnable board. Shadow Sneak Introduced in 2016, this GM ability allows Scum to use a
Melee attack, without revealing their identity. This GM ability is great for helping to deal with the GFI if Finn's Sneak Attack
doesn't get through. Inner Sphere Inner Sphere allows you to add 4-health to one of your characters. This is a great way to help
sustain health in the later stages of the game. Mulligan Mulligan allows you to keep a certain number of cards. This can be very
useful for Scum when they don't have the tools to win. Triggers Triggers are special effects that happen when you play a card in
your hand. They help move the game along and can help you win a board state that you would otherwise be unable to win. These
cards can also have effects if you discard them, or can be countered. Core Set Core Set is a powerful set of characters and GM
abilities for only $40! $9.99 In the spring of 2016, a new Rogue character joined the game: Paul Chrystopher Van Arden. Fans
of the film Blade Runner and the game Warhammer 40,000 have been waiting for a character with a Blade Runner theme and

he finally arrived. Unlike most the other rogue characters, he was created to 82157476af
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